IMPORTANT MESSAGE
Considering the paid publications appeared several times during this year, in fashion and
women’s themes magazines, trying to disqualify us, we feel obliged to offer our version of the facts
that could originate these vile actions.
1. Biocell Laboratories, responsible of these publications, felt injured in their commercial
interests, in several Latin American countries where Pharmabiol GmbH, is gaining notable success with
their antiaging products. This is simply, a situatio n where a healthy competition has appeared where
there was none before and where our formulas had been generously accepted due to their advances
and improvements that increase the efficacy of the treatment.
2. Is opportune to make clear that the labs where the raw materials for these cellular
therapies are processed, are very few and all of them located in the swiss territory. So, when the
manufacturers accepted to sell their formulas to other companies, it was obvious to all - including
Biocell - that from that moment on there would not be just one unique laboratory distributing
antiaging therapies.
3. Is very evident the improvisation of the “Warning” text included at the end of one of the
articles, which highlights the very bad design and blurry products pictures, revealing in our opinion,
some problems in the quality levels of such company. We would also like to mention an awesome
mistake at the end of the supposed clinical study, and we quote: “The results obtained were based in
29% of the patients since it was not possible the follow -up of the remaining 8%”. This evident
unsuitability reveals the lack of seriousness and veracity of the article.
We take advantage of the opportunity to advise the Laboratory that intents to disqualify us in
such a cowardly way, to use their time in explaining why they are being investigated by the FDA of the
USA, as anyone can you can see in an Internet publication circulating more than four years ago. This
may be the biggest problem they have to co nfront nowadays.
Resuming, our clients and distributors can be assured this is no more than a advertising action
from a commercial group that is being affected in its commercial interests and who couldn’t find no
better way than pretending accuse its competitors of being fraudulent and dangerous, when hundreds
of patients already have verified the efficacy and quality of the products from Pharmabiol GmbH.
To conclude, we are pleased to inform that Pharmabiol’s Scientific Directory, is under the
supervision of the illustrious M.D. Ramón Ravelo Hernández, an experienced geriatrics practitioner,
precursor of the antiaging treatments in most of North and South American countries, from whom we
are proud to give you his e-mail address; drravelo@hotmail.com for any kind of questions .

